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Having health insurance is a good thing, and health insurers usually do what they’re supposed to do. They authorize coverage for services that are medically necessary and appropriate, and pay claims that should be paid. But what happens when they don’t? Does the consumer have a way to challenge decisions that seem unfair?

For consumers covered by fully-insured health plans issued in New Jersey, the answer is “Yes!” This Guide is designed to help such consumers understand the appeal processes they can use to challenge insurer decisions that seem wrong. The Guide explains how to file complaints with insurance companies, and with the Department of Banking and Insurance (Department). In many cases the health insurer’s decision will be reversed!

Fully-Insured and Issued in New Jersey

First, how can you tell if your plan is fully-insured and issued in New Jersey – and thus eligible for the appeal processes described in this Guide? Start by pulling out your ID card. Some ID cards clearly state “Fully-Insured.” If the card is a little more subtle, somewhere on the card you will find text that says something like “Insured by XYZ Company.” If the plan is not fully-insured, the card will say something like “Self-Insured,” “Self-funded” or may have text that says “Administered by XYZ company.”

How can you tell if your plan was issued in New Jersey? If you live in New Jersey and bought the plan on your own it is an individual policy that would have been issued in New Jersey. If you have the plan through your employer you may need to ask the employer. Although, if the employer is based in New Jersey and all the employees work at New Jersey locations, the plan is most likely issued in New Jersey. If the employer is based in another state, and has locations in several states, including New Jersey, it is likely the policy was issued in another state.

If your plan is fully-insured and issued in New Jersey, keep reading!

UM and Administrative Denials

Denials can be utilization management (UM) denials or administrative denials. UM denials are refusals to pay a claim or to authorize a service or supply because the insurance company has determined that the service or supply is:

- not medically necessary to treat the covered person’s illness or injury,
- experimental or investigational,
- cosmetic,
- dental rather than medical, or
- intended to treat an excluded pre-existing condition.

It is also a UM denial if an insurance company denies a covered person’s request to obtain services from an out-of-network provider, when the person made that request because the insurance company’s network does not have any providers who are qualified, accessible and available to perform the specific medically necessary service. This type of request is known as an in-plan exception.
An administrative denial is a refusal to pay a claim or authorize a service or supply based on contract provisions or other grounds not involving the exercise of medical judgment. Examples of administrative denials include denials of claims because the person was not covered on the date of service or the service or supply is explicitly excluded from coverage (e.g. adult hearing aids).

**UM Denials: Internal and External Appeal**

A covered person or a provider, acting with the consent of the covered person, has the right to contest a UM denial through internal and external appeals. In an internal appeal, the covered person (or the provider, with the consent of the covered person) submits a request to the insurance company to reverse a UM denial, i.e. a denial of a claim or an authorization that is based on a lack of medical necessity or the other grounds listed on page 1. The request should explain why the covered person and/or provider believe the denial was inappropriate.

An external appeal is a request to an independent utilization review organization (IURO) to reverse a UM denial, generally following an unsuccessful internal appeal or appeals. An IURO is an organization of medical professionals that is not part of or affiliated with an insurance company. In New Jersey, the Department of Banking and Insurance contracts with multiple IUROs to review internal appeals and render decisions on external appeal requests submitted by persons covered by fully-insured health benefit plans issued in New Jersey.

Covered persons should state in both their internal and external appeal requests whether they want their appeal processed on an expedited basis and the reasons they believe expedited treatment is warranted.

**Internal Appeal – Back to the Insurance Company**

A covered person, or a provider acting with the consent of the covered person’s consent, can appeal a UM denial within 180 days of receipt of the denial. Persons covered by group health benefits plans, typically through an employer, have a right to two levels of internal appeal, Stage 1 and Stage 2. Persons covered by individual health benefits plans have a right to a Stage 1 appeal.
External Appeal to the IURO

If an insurance company does not comply with the time frames for completion of a Stage 1 or Stage 2 appeal, the covered person and/or the provider generally has the right to proceed directly to an external appeal. In addition, a covered person or provider can bypass the internal appeal and proceed directly to an external appeal if the insurance company waives its right to an internal review or the covered person or provider has simultaneously applied for an expedited internal review and an expedited external review.

A request for an external appeal must typically be filed within four months of receipt of the decision on the internal appeal. To request an appeal to the IURO, the covered person or provider should complete the form found at www.state.nj.us/dobi/division_insurance/managedcare/ihcap.htm. The completed form can be submitted electronically to dobi.ihcap@dobi.nj.gov or by mail to:

NJ Department of Banking and Insurance
Consumer Protection Services
Office of Managed Care
P.O. Box 329
Trenton, NJ 08625-0329
(If using courier service: 20 West State St., 9th Floor)
For assistance, call 1-888-393-1062 ext. 50998 or (609) 292-5316, ext. 50998

The covered person or provider should include with the request for an IURO appeal:

✓ All information submitted to the Insurance company
✓ Any additional information the covered person or provider wants considered by the IURO
✓ The insurance company’s initial UM denial
✓ The insurance company’s decision(s) on the internal appeal(s).

There is a $25 processing fee for applications accepted for review by the IURO. The covered person or provider will be notified of the acceptance of the external review by the IURO and given instructions for submitting the processing fee. The fee is waived for persons who demonstrate financial hardship.

The IURO will refer the case to a physician in the appropriate specialty and complete its review as soon as possible in accordance with the medical exigencies of the case, which will not exceed 45 days. Review time is limited to 48 hours in appeals involving urgent or emergency care, an admission, availability of care, continued stay, situations in which the covered person received emergency services but has not been discharged, and cases where the standard 45 day review time would seriously jeopardize the life or health of the covered person or jeopardize the covered person’s ability to regain maximum function.

The decision of the IURO is binding on the carrier and the covered person, except if other remedies are available under state or federal law. If the IURO’s decision is in favor of the covered person, the carrier shall refund the $25 processing fee to the covered person or provider. The IURO’s decision and the records provided to it are confidential. The Department issues semi-annual reports on the IURO program which can be found at www.state.nj.us/dobi/division_insurance/managedcare/ihcapreps.htm.

Administrative Denials: Complaint to the Insurance Company

Covered persons and providers may complain to the insurance company about denials based on reasons other than UM. For example, if there is a question as to whether the plan covers a certain service or supply. Insurance companies must respond to such complaints within 30 days and must advise covered persons and providers that if they are dissatisfied with the response, they may contact the Department of Banking and Insurance.

All Denials: Complaints to the Department

Covered persons may file complaints directly with the Department of Banking and Insurance. The Department investigates all types of complaints regarding coverage. Complaints can relate to one or more of the following types of issues: UM, billing, coverage denial or limitation, deductible, coinsurance or out of pocket costs not accumulating properly, issuance of identification cards or benefit books, cancellation of coverage, inability to access the insurance company through call centers and web sites, and any other aspect of coverage or service from the insurance company. Information on submission of complaints by covered persons to the Department is available at: www.state.nj.us/dobi/consumer.htm.